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Today’s Session and Your Speaker




Consults with organizations to
understand their strategic goals and
unique operational challenges in order
to streamline processes, driving
efficiencies and financial benefits
Serves as an Industry Solutions
Specialist to the Higher Education
Industry



20 years of Higher Education
experience in treasury & banking, cash
management, investments, trusts,
accounting, controls and reporting



Bachelor degree in Business
Administration from Pepperdine
University and an MBA from American
Graduate School of International
Management

Today’s Session will provide:

Jeff Nordstrom
Executive Director
J.P. Morgan Commercial Banking

A brief review of the payment ecosystem and a look at what emerging
consumer trends are on the horizon that may impact how you position
your institution from a payment acceptance standpoint.
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Meeting expectations in a digital world
As consumer behavior drives digital adoption, universities are ramping up technology
 In 2020, a 16% global decline in cash payments led many campuses to considering shifting toward cashless and

contactless payments.1
 By 2024, digital wallet payment volume will grow an additional 38.2% over 2020 and account for 40.5% of North American e-

commerce payment volume.2
 Higher education leaders are redesigning business models and culture to address current and emerging needs of learners,

communities, and employers.3

Considerations
 Replace cash, checks and receipts with digital transactions
 Integrate your payment solutions with financial systems that

provide visibility to external stakeholders
 Assess your preparedness for next-gen technology, including

blockchain, artificial intelligence, and virtual reality

2
1 McKinsey & Company “Global payments 2021: Transformation amid turbulent undercurrents”, Oct. 2021
2 2021 FIS Global Payments Report
3 Educause, “2022 Top 10 IT Issues”, Nov. 2021
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This transformation has long lasting implications as market dynamics
increasingly become defined by new tech
The pace of technology adoption has increased
exponentially…..

…dramatically shifting how the world perceives
value
Top 5 Publicly Traded Companies (by Market Capitalization
as of 2/20)

Time to reach 100M users

75 Yrs

2006

16 Yrs

$446B

$383B

$327B

$293B

$273B

$406B

$376B

$227B

$237B

$228B

$1.6T

$1.6T

2011

7 Yrs
4 Yrs

2 Yrs

Saudi
Aramco

2020

170 Days!

$2.1T

3

$1.9T

$1.9T
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Innovation in financial services has existed for a long time…

1950s

Credit Cards

1960s

ATMs

1970s

Electronic stock trading on exchange trading floors

1980s

Bank mainframe computers and sophisticated data and
record-keeping systems

1990s

Internet and e-commerce business models – introducing online stock
brokerage websites

2000-

Mobile Wallets, payment apps, robo-advisors, equity crowdfunding

Present

platforms, and online lending platforms

4
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…but the complete and systematic transformation of this paradigm shift is new
LENDING

REAL ESTATE

Marketplace lending and alternative
underwriting platforms

Mortgage lending, digitization, and
financing platforms

WEALTH MANAGEMENT

PAYMENTS

Investment and wealth management
platforms and analytics tools

Payments processing and card
developers

DIGITAL BANKING

BILLING

Micro-Services based next-gen
digital platforms to deliver
integrated experiences

Subscription billing software tools

FINTECH

REGTECH

CAPITAL MARKETS

Audit, risk, and regulatory compliance
software

Sales and trading, analysis, and
infrastructure tools for financial
institutions

BLOCKCHAIN / CRYPTO

MONEY TRANSFERS /
REMITTANCES

Companies leveraging blockchain
technologies for financial services

PERSONAL FINANCE

INSURANCE

Tools to manage bills and track personal
and/or credit accounts

Companies selling insurance digitally or
providing data analytics and software for
(re)insurers

5
Source: CB insights

International money transfer
and tracking software
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In Financial Services we are already seeing the impact of emerging technology
as it enables the next generation of product and process development
The simulation of human intelligence in machines that are programmed to think like humans and mimic their actions.
Artificial Intelligence

Blockchain

API

A system in which a record of transactions made in bitcoin, or another cryptocurrency are maintained across several computers that are
linked in a peer-to-peer network.

An interface or communication protocol between different parts of a computer program intended to simplify the implementation and
maintenance of software.

The fifth-generation wireless technology for digital cellular networks that began wide deployment in 2019.
5G

Quantum Computing

The use of quantum-mechanical phenomena such as superposition and entanglement to perform computation. A quantum computer is
used to perform such computation, which can be implemented theoretically or physically.

A system of interrelated computing devices, mechanical and digital machines are provided with unique identifiers and the ability to
transfer data over a network without requiring human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction.
Internet of Things (IoT)

6
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Tomorrow

Today

Yesterday

So, what does the future look like in payments?
Income

Point of Sale

B2B

Bill Payment

Better UX

Payday

The PoS is static

Paper and Fax

Bank Services

PayPal (Venmo), Square
and Zelle run on traditional
rails

Employees are paid bimonthly via direct deposit

Consumers pay with cash
and plastic cards

Businesses still mostly use
paper invoices and checks

Consumers pay bills through
banks

Payments Ecosystems

End-of-shift Payments

The PoS is fluid

Corporate Cards

Mobile Payments

Tech giants offer payments
capabilities, build up double
sided marketplaces

Employees are paid faster
via debit card networks

Consumers pay via mobile,
QR codes, NFC tags

Integrated corporate card
platforms continue to gain
steam

Mobile payment platforms
gain ground for bill
payment

New Infrastructure

A Single Account

There is no PoS

Rise of ACH

Micropayments

Facial recognition allows
consumers to walk out of
the store

Businesses ramp up
electronic payments driven
by ACH

Users pay for usage at the
time of use, shifting trends
around ownership

Tech giants no longer utilize
old banking networks

Employees get paid into
interoperable accounts. Banks
bid to lock up funds

7
Source: CB Insights
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Volume trends in noncash payments
 The payments landscape continues to change
 We must be prepared to help our constituents adapt and adopt

Trends in noncash payments 2000 - 2018 by number of transactions (billions)
Number of payments
(billions)

Non-prepaid debit cards

Credit cards

ACH

Checks

Prepaid debit cards

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
2000

2003

2006

2009

Note: Prepaid debit card includes general purpose, private label and electronic benefit transfer.

8
Source: Federal Reserve Payments Study 2019; excludes cash, wire transfers and virtual currencies

2012

2015

2018
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Key trends shaping the future of payments

WAYS TO PAY

NEW CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES

POS

Trend

Description

Invisible payments

The payment takes place in the background – e.g., Uber, Amazon Go.



Anytime / anywhere

Movement of the point of sale in store away from cashier lane



Integrated channels

Integration of mobile ordering and in-store consumption / pickup (“click & collect”,
mobile in-store, order ahead)

Subscriptions / recurring
relationships

Hybrid models that combine one-time transactions, subscriptions, and
usage/consumption rating

Direct to consumer

Consumers engaging with brands directly

Contextual payments

Payments everywhere: In-car, in-home, smart appliances and wearables

Virtual reality (VR) /
Augmented reality (AR)

Virtual and augmented reality will enable new commerce and payments experiences

Contactless cards

EMV contactless cards (“tap to pay”) are being adopted at a fast pace

Instant Disbursements

New ways to immediately push funds to consumers

EMVCo Secure Remote
Commerce (SRC)

New online payments button offered by Amex, Discover, Mastercard and Visa

Digital wallets

Tech wallets like Apple Pay and Google Pay, and merchant wallets like Starbucks
Pay

International wallets

International travel is making Asian wallets, like Alipay and WeChat Pay, increasingly
important in tourism-related industries and global e-commerce

Voice payments

Voice plays a key role in contextual commerce

Alternative financing

Ongoing merchant interest in alternative financing. Banks, including Chase, are
developing their own solutions

Underserved markets

Companies are looking for payment methods that will help underbanked in digital
space
9
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Integrated channels
Click & Collect, curbside pickup, buy online pick up in store (BOPIS)
Merchants are revamping the entire purchase process through deep integration of channels.

Click & Collect is…
Widely used

In demand

68%

50%

U.S. consumers have made
multiple click-and-collect
purchases

shoppers said that they've
decided where to buy online
based on whether they could
pick their orders up in-store1

10
Source: Retail Dive, Most BOPIS shoppers make additional purchases in store, February 25, 2019

A growth driver

85%
shoppers who say that they've
made an additional in-store
purchase while picking up an
online order (15% say that they
do so "somewhat frequently.“)1
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Contextual experiences
Commerce opportunities that promote “shopping in the moment”

In-vehicle

Connected speakers

Wearables

Social networks

Smart refrigerator
/ dishwasher / TV

Domino’s app
integrated into
select vehicles*

Amazon Alexa
Google Home

Disney MagicBand

Pinterest
Facebook

Replenishment
vs. discovery

Replenishment

Replenishment
(e.g., favorite
order)

Replenishment &
discovery

Discovery

Discovery

Voice
screen

Voice
dashboard

Voice

NFC scan

Desktop / mobile

Examples

Smart home
appliances

Primary
interaction
method

New form factors

11
*Car and Driver, General Motors Vehicles Now Let You Order Domino's Pizza from the Dash, June 21, 2019
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Real-Time Payments are immediate, always available, irrevocable, contextual and secure
Real-Time Payments (RTP) will address the gaps in current payment methods
Speed

Amount

Availability

Messaging

Security

ISO 20022

Money is available to
payee within seconds

Credit transfers in USD of up to
$100,000

Instant payments
available 24/7

ISO 20022 supports
sophisticated applications

Sender initiates the transaction
from their own funded DDA

Client benefits of Instant Payments
Instant Payment Finality and Visibility

Automatic Reconciliation

 No returns, reversals, or chargebacks

 Auto-apply invoicing reducing DSO

 Real-time view of cash positions

 Streamlined reconciliation with reporting of information rich

content

 Real-time confirmations

Enhanced Client Experience

Improved Liquidity Management

 No cut-off times - 24/7

 Last second initiation allows longer funds availability and

increased DPO

 API based – supports frictionless payments integration and

 Increased control

contextual commerce

 Immediate availability of funds

12
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Use cases for Real-Time Payments
Real-Time Payment
Payroll

Real-Time Request for Payment (RFP)1
Pay gig employees after service is
delivered of per-diems after every shift

A supplier delivers goods to a customer
that had ordered them. The supplier
sends an RFP for the goods

Claims /
Relief
Payments

Provide immediate emergency funds for
necessities like food, clothing and shelter to
begin recovery. Can drive customer
acquisition, retention and satisfaction

Invoice for
Goods Prior
to Delivery

A small business purchases goods from
an online merchant, and the online
merchant sends an RFP to the business
to request payment for those goods prior
to shipment/delivery

Invoice
Payments

Payments and acknowledgments will be
provided within 15 seconds, which allows
for real-time management of cash flow for
invoice payments

Electronic
Bill Delivery

A utility company sends an RFP to its
customer for services that it has provided
to the customer

Royalty and
Residual
Payments

For app developers, songwriters, actors
and others, immediate payment with
confirmation reduces costly follow-up
inquiries from receivers

Pre-Paid
Services

Invoice
Payment

Pay Suppliers in real time to free up trade
credit, take advantage of early payment
discount or reduce the cost of a wire
payment

Payment
Tracking

Receive real time confirmation and tracking
that a payment has been made, reducing
disputes, supplier inquiries and other costly
manual steps

13
1Request

Invoice for
delivered
goods

for Payment is in pilot and only available via API

A mobile phone carrier sends an RFP
to a person who has agreed to pre-pay
for services

Payment
Reminders

A utility company sends an RFP bill to a
customer who has not made the required
payment, as a reminder to the customer
of the impending payment due date

Revised
Invoice

A company sends an RFP to a customer
that reflects a change in payment terms
for services provided to the customer
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Thank You for Attending Today’s Session

Questions
& Answers
14

